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Get away from your daily troubles with this 288-page beautiful stimulus for inspirational
coloring - all you need are some coloring pens or pencils and relaxation and tranquility are just
minutes away.
This brand-new devotional guide features 180 readings and prayers designed to help alleviate
your stresses as you learn to live in the freedom of Almighty God, who offers tranquility for your
stressed-out soul. Inspired by this promise from God's Word: "Make sure that you don’t get so
absorbed and exhausted in taking care of all your day-by-day obligations that you lose track of
the time and doze off, oblivious to God. . . . Be up and awake to what God is doing! God is
putting the finishing touches on the salvation work he began when we first believed.” (Romans
13:11-12 MSG), Stress Less, Pray More reinforces the truth that with God, you can live stressfree every single day—whether you stress over piles of laundry, troubles at work, difficult
relationships, finances, or something more.
This book teaches you how to begin to have a good day on a bad day. It teaches you how to
train your brains, how to grow into feeling a sense of well-being, most of the time, in less than
six months. It does so by teaching easy to learn positive emotion techniques to be practiced a
few minutes several times everyday for several months to create new positive nerve networks
in the brain which is now based upon recent advances in neuroscience. Dr. Kelley, an eclectic
psychiatrist began to develop the ABCs of Healing Feelings thirty years ago to strengthen the
ego strengths of patients for them to benefit from psychotherapy. These techniques are also
effective in others for developing an optimal state of well-being for enhanced resilience in
various life stressors.
This is the first complete English translation of Sextus Empiricus' Against Those in the
Disciplines that includes substantial interpretive aids, including introduction, extensive notes,
and glossary. The work discusses six specialized fields of study: grammar, rhetoric, geometry,
arithmetic, astrology, and music.
Patrick Yay documented the modern Burmese history through his personal experience, the
truth nothing but the Truth for the sake of the world to know inside Myanmar under the brutally
cruel Myanmar Tatmadaw ( the army ). This is the story of his own lived through the one of the
most cruel military rules of the world. In fact it is the genesis of the present Criminal Military
Regime killing hundreds of young people including children starting from 1st February 2021 up
until today he print this book as third edition.
In Beyond Schools: Mu?ammad b. Ibr?h?m al-Waz?r?s (d. 840/1436) Epistemology of
Ambiguity, Damaris Wilmers offers the first extensive analysis of Ibn al-Waz?r?s life and work
and the significance of his thought for theological and legal diversity beyond the Yemeni
context.
Teaches scientists and engineers leadership skills and problem solving to facilitate
management of team members, faculty, and staff This textbook introduces readers to openended problems focused on interactions between technical and nontechnical colleagues,
bosses, and subordinates. It does this through mini case studies that illustrate scenarios where
simple, clear, or exact solutions are not evident. By offering examples of dilemmas in technical
leadership along with selected analyses of possible ways to address or consider such issues,
aspiring or current leaders are made aware of the types of problems they may encounter. This
situational approach also allows the development of methodologies to address these issues as
well as future variations or new issues that may arise. Leadership by Engineers and Scientists
guides and facilitates approaches to solving leadership/people problems encountered by
technically trained individuals. Students and practicing engineers will learn leadership by being
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asked to consider specific situations, debate how to deal with these issues, and then make
decisions based on what they have learned. Readers will learn technical leadership
fundamentals; ethics and professionalism; time management; building trust and credibility; risk
taking; leadership through questions; creating a vision; team building and teamwork; running
an effective meeting; conflict management and resolution; communication; and presenting
difficult messages. Describes positive traits and characteristics that technically-trained
individuals bring to leadership positions, indicates how to use these skills, and describes
attitudes and approaches necessary for effectively serving as leaders Covers negative traits
and characteristics that can be detrimental when applied to dealing with others in their role as
leaders Discusses situations and circumstances routinely encountered by new and
experienced leaders of small teams Facilitates successful transitions into leadership and
management positions by individuals with technical backgrounds Indicates how decisions can
be reached when constraints of different personalities, time frames, economics, and
organization politics and culture inhibit consensus Augments technical training by building
awareness of the criticality of people skills in effective leadership Leadership by Engineers and
Scientists is an excellent text for technically trained individuals who are considering,
anticipating, or have recently been promoted to formal leadership positions in industry or
academia.
This volume is based on the ongoing studies on post-Avicennian philosophy in the context of
naturalising philosophy and science in Islam from the 12th to the 14th century – a topic that
deserves the special attention of historians of Islamic intellectual history. The contributors
address the following questions using case studies: What was philosophy all about from the
12th to the 14th century? And how did Muslim scholars react to it during the period under
consideration? The present volume approaches complex philosophical topics from different
angles and is structured around six main sections: 1. Historical and Social Approaches to
Philosophy, 2. Knowing the Unknown, 3. God, Man and the Physical World, 4. Universals, 5.
Logic and Intellect, and 6. Anthropomorphism and Incorporealism.
Patrick Yay was born in Burma during a time when the people of Myanmar felt helpless and
frightened while living under the rule of a brutal military junta regime. While growing up, Yay
had a few seemingly simple wishes: to be valued and respected, to have rights and freedom of
choice, and to be treated as a human being. Unfortunately there appeared to be only one way
he could achieve his greatest desires and that was to escape his native land. In a compelling
retelling of his younger life experiences, Yay leads others through his childhood and several
years beyond as he matured and began attending medical school. While detailing the many
difficulties he endured under an unethical administration of senior doctors, Yay provides a
penetrating look into his growing frustrations instigated by the corrupt Ne Win military regime.
But it was not until his younger brother’s arrest and imprisonment during the U Thant funeral in
Rangoon that Yay felt he had no choice but to begin planning an escape that would not come
without sacrifices. Agony to Agony shares the fascinating story of a Burmese man as he
attempted to pursue his dreams and escape a country held captive by ruthless dictators.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Noise and Vibration Control in the Built
Environment" that was published in Applied Sciences
Tranquility Grove: The Great Abolitionist Picnic of 1844 tells the story of an important event
that took place in Hingham, Massachusetts. Attended by as many as 10,000 people, the
largest abolitionist picnic in history marked the tenth anniversary of the end of slavery in the
British West Indies. For abolitionists, celebrating the emancipation of West Indian slaves on
August 1 was even more important than commemorating the 4th of July. Newspapers
described the preparations, participants, and events, from the parade to the speeches, to the
unexpected overnight grounding of the steamship taking the Suffolk and Essex County
delegates home. Frederick Douglass was there, and former President and Congressman John
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Quincy Adams sent remarks. Tranquility Grove is a trove of information, right down to the
question of where delegates and participants left their horses. It also discusses other
abolitionist memorials and suggests how Tranquility Grove can be better maintained and
interpreted in the future as a significant nineteenth-century historic site.
Meditation is a technique that can be used to experience peace, tranquility and an inner
beauty, leading us to rethink everything around us, even ourselves. It prompts us to trust in the
ability we have to use and direct our energies to purify our bodies and minds... so that we can
discover and develop our spirituality. Dr Brian Weiss, author of the million copy bestseller
Many Lives, Many Masters, has written a very special book to help with the practice of
meditation (an audio download is also included to help guide you through the process).
Meditation: Achieving Inner Peace and Tranquility in Your Life includes the techniques Dr
Weiss uses on his patients for past life regression, many of whom have conquered insomnia,
anxiety, phobias, weight issues and disease. Meditation can also lower blood pressure,
strengthen the immune system and reduce stress. As Dr Weiss says, 'It all starts by closing our
eyes, relaxing our muscles, and slowing down our breathing. Little by little, we ask our minds to
block out the clamouring voices that usually bombard it... this means living this moment
intensely, letting go and surrendering.' This book is the first step on a more peaceful, relaxing
journey through life.
"The 'Liberal World Order' (LWO) is today in crisis. But what explains this crisis? Whereas its
critics see it as the unmasking of Western hypocrisy, its longstanding proponents argue it is
under threat by competing illiberal projects. This book takes a different stance: neither internal
hypocrisy, nor external attacks explain the decline of the LWO - a deviation from its original
lane does. Emerged as a project aiming to harmonize state sovereignty and the market,
through the promotion of liberal democracy domestically, and free trade and economic
cooperation internationally, the LWO was hijacked in the 1980s: market forces overshadowed
democratic forces, thus disfiguring the LWO into a Neoliberal Global Order. The book
advocates for a revival of its original intellectual premises, that in the aftermath of World War II
marked the zenith of political modernity."-This is my storyÑof trials, victories, setups and setbacks. It speaks to womenÑyoung or
oldÑwho have suffered from abuse, rejection, failure, and lost dreams. There is no way any of
us can go through life alone. In my life, I found hope to start again, to leave my past behind,
and discover a friend who would never leave or forsake me. My life was a constant battle, but I
found my saving grace in someone who would hold my hand, walk me through the rough
times, and show me that there is a treasure in meÑyes, I have value and a purpose. I want to
share this story with you so that you, too, can find that place of peace. Discover truth as you
read and compare your life to women in the Bible who suffered, but found the faith to change.
Come with me to discover your destiny. It is never too late to start over.
New for 2017, Praxis Prep 2017-2018 features comprehensive content review, realistic
practice, and Kaplan’s proven test-taking strategies to help you pass the Praxis tests. Praxis
Core Academic Skills for Educators tests in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics are frequently
used as a basis for admission into teaching programs. Praxis Subject Assessments and Praxis
Content Knowledge for Teaching Assessments are often required as part of the teacher
certification process. This updated book + online study system includes new content, the latest
test information, and Kaplan's proven strategies for success that have helped students for
more than 75 years. Praxis Prep features: * Over 1,000 practice questions * Answers and
detailed explanations for each question, including sample written responses * 3 full-length
computer-based Praxis Core practice tests—one each for Reading, Writing, and Mathematics *
3 full-length computer-based Praxis Principles of Learning and Teaching (PLT) practice
tests—one each for K-6, 5-9, and 7-12 * 2 full-length computer-based Elementary Education
practice tests—one for Content Knowledge and Curriculum, one for Instruction & Assessment *
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4 Subject Assessment question banks (Math, Science, Reading & Language Arts, and Social
Studies) * Pre-tests for each chapter to assess strengths and weaknesses * In-depth and
targeted review of all tested material Also Available: Kaplan’s new Praxis Deluxe online
course featuring additional instructional videos, practice quizzes and full-length practice exams
AIIMS 22 years Chapter-wise Solved Papers consists of past years (memory based) solved
papers from 1997 onwards till date, distributed in 29, 31, 38 & 6 topics in Physics, Chemistry,
Biology & General Knowledge respectively. The book contains around 4380 straight MCQs 3060 MCQs and 1320 Assertion-Reason type questions.
INCLUDES: 1 three-year planner for 2018 to 2020 including December 2017 and January
2021. Cover is high gloss finish; inner pages are printed on thick acid-free, high quality durable
paper. Perfect bound to secure pages for the next three years and beyond. USEFUL & HANDY
GRID BOX DESIGN: Each monthly page has a grid design which affords enough room (large
date boxes) to record and plot events for the future at a glance. Imagine, three calendars in
one place with recording space. Functional and efficient, fits perfectly beside a desk, keyboard,
nightstand, affords for daily notes. PLAN AHEAD: Use the 3-year planner to arrange and coordinate your important events. You will be sure never to forget important dates with this
simple and easy to carry around planner. Perfect alternative or supplement to your phone or
computer. GOAL SETTING: A goal without a deadline is a dream, says the old adage; so go
ahead and set your goals, use the planner to keep you in check so that you will meet your
deadline. Inspire action, remove procrastination and get things done with the Three Year
Planner. ESSENTIAL FOR: Family appointments, Planning ahead, Scheduling of
appointments and events, Volunteer support, Caring for the elderly in recording their
appointments, medication, perfect for 'come-back' medical visits, upcoming weddings,
anniversaries, holiday planning, work schedules, booking entertainment, business planning,
long-term note taking, makes for easing reporting. SIZE: 8.5 X 11inches.
This book comprises selected proceedings of the Fourth International Conference in Ocean
Engineering (ICOE2018), focusing on emerging opportunities and challenges in the field of
ocean engineering and offshore structures. It includes state-of-the-art content from leading
international experts, making it a valuable resource for researchers and practicing engineers
alike.
More than any other Founding Father, Thomas Jefferson made his reputation on the brilliance
of his writing. John Adams chose the 33-year-old Jefferson to draft the Declaration of
Independence largely because of his "masterly Pen." The genius of the Declaration and
Jefferson's later writings amply confirmed Adams's judgment. Few writers have said so much
on so many subjects--and said it so well--as Jefferson. The Quotable Jefferson--the most
comprehensive and authoritative book of Jefferson quotations ever published--demonstrates
that as does no other book. Drawing primarily on The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, published
by Princeton University Press, John Kaminski has carefully collected and cleverly arranged
Jefferson's pronouncements on almost 500 subjects, ranging from the profound and public--the
Constitution--to the personal and peculiar--cold water bathing. The Quotable Jefferson is the
first book to put Jefferson's words in context with a substantial introduction, a chronology of
Jefferson's life, the source of each quotation, an appendix identifying Jefferson's
correspondents, and a comprehensive index. The main section of Jefferson quotations, which
are arranged alphabetically by topic, is followed by three other fascinating sections of
quotations: Jefferson on his contemporaries, his contemporaries on him, and Jefferson on
himself. This book will delight the casual reader and browser, but it is also a serious and
carefully edited reference work. Whatever the subject, if Jefferson said something memorable
about it, you are likely to find it here.
From a launchpad in Florida to the lunar surface ... Two cartoon flies join readers as they blast
off into space and step foot on the moon with Neil Armstrong, providing a blend of facts and
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fun while telling the story of a great moment in space-exploration history.
You can thrive in the classroom. All it takes are a few moments of peace and a little focus. If
you're like many teachers, your day is busy, demanding, even chaotic. But just because you
live in a fast-paced, always-on world, doesn't mean your life has to feel rushed and crazy. In
The Zen Teacher, educator, blogger, and speaker Dan Tricarico provides practical, easy-touse techniques to help teachers slow down and create a sense of focus, simplicity, and
tranquility in the classroom - and in life. As a teacher, you have incredible power to influence,
even improve, the future. By being at your best - unrushed and fully focused - you ensure that
every interaction with your students is beneficial, for them and for you. If you're new to the
concept of Zen, don't worry. In this introductory guide, Dan Tricarico explains what it means to
develop a Zen practice - something that has nothing to do with religion and everything to do
with your ability ability to thrive in the classroom. The Zen Teacher will help you: Maximize your
performance while lowering your stress. Transform your classroom and experience a better
quality of life. Focus on things that really matter and let go of things you can't control. Find time
to take care of yourself, so you can be at your best!
Japan has a rich history of human spaceflight, flying in space with both NASA and the
Soviet/Russian space agencies over the years. This book tells the story of the JAXA
astronauts who have visited the International Space Station and how they have lived on board,
helped construct the space laboratory and performed valuable scientific experiments. JAXA
has contributed the largest single module to the ISS: the Kib? (Hope) science laboratory with
its Logistics Module, Exposed Facility and robot arm. JAXA supplies the station with cargo and
supplies on its automated cargo spacecraft, the H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV), but it is the
human endeavour that captures the imagination. From brief visits to six-month expeditions,
from spacewalking to commanding the Earth’s only outpost in space, JAXA astronauts have
played a vital role in the international project. Extensive use of colour photographs from NASA
and JAXA depicting the experiments carried out and the phases of the ISS construction,
together with the personal stories of the astronauts’ experiences in space, highlight the crucial
part the Japanese have played in human spaceflight.
This book provides an overview of professional musicians working within the healthcare
system and explores programs that bring music into the environment of the hospital. Far from
being onstage, musicians in the hospital provide musical engagement for patients and
healthcare providers focused on life-and-death issues. Music in healthcare offers a new and
growing area for musical careers, distinct from the field of music therapy in which music is
engaged to advance defined clinical goals. Rather, this volume considers what happens when
musicians interact with the clinical environment as artists, and how musical careers and artistic
practices can develop through work in a hospital setting. It outlines the specialized skills and
training required to navigate safely and effectively within the healthcare context. The
contributors draw on their experiences with collaborations between the performing arts and
medicine at Boston University/Boston Medical Center, University of Florida/UF Health Shands
Hospital, and the Peabody Institute/Johns Hopkins Medicine. These experiences, as well as
the experiences of artists spotlighted throughout the volume, offer stories of thriving artistic
practices and collaborations that outline a new field for tomorrow's musical artists.
Teenage former piano prodigy Nastya Kashnikov and Josh Bennett, a lonely boy at her school,
enter into an intense relationship, with neither unaware of the dark secrets the other's past
holds. Original.

Medieval Italian communes are known for their violence, feuds, and vendettas, yet
beneath this tumult was a society preoccupied with peace. Peace and Penance in Late
Medieval Italy is the first book to examine how civic peacemaking in the age of Dante
was forged in the crucible of penitential religious practice. Focusing on Florence in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, an era known for violence and civil discord,
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Katherine Ludwig Jansen brilliantly illuminates how religious and political leaders used
peace agreements for everything from bringing an end to neighborhood quarrels to
restoring full citizenship to judicial exiles. She brings to light a treasure trove of
unpublished evidence from notarial archives and supports it with sermons,
hagiography, political treatises, and chronicle accounts. She paints a vivid picture of life
in an Italian commune, a socially and politically unstable world that strove to achieve
peace. Jansen also assembles a wealth of visual material from the period, illustrating
for the first time how the kiss of peace—a ritual gesture borrowed from the Catholic
Mass—was incorporated into the settlement of secular disputes. Breaking new ground in
the study of peacemaking in the Middle Ages, Peace and Penance in Late Medieval
Italy adds an entirely new dimension to our understanding of Italian culture in this
turbulent age by showing how peace was conceived, memorialized, and occasionally
achieved.
A literary ode to peace, presence, and fulfillment inspired by a walk taken with a most
surprising creature. "The demon of speed is often associated with forgetting, with
avoidance . . . and slowness with memory and confronting," observes Milan Kundera in
his novel Slowness. With that purpose in mind-a search for slowness and tranquility,
Andy Merrifield sets out on a journey of the soul with a friend's donkey, Gribouille, to
walk amid the ruins and spectacular vistas of southern France's Haute-Auvergne. As
Merrifield contemplates literature, science, truth, and beauty amid the French
countryside, Gribouille surprises him with his subtle wisdom, reminding him time and
again that enlightenment is all around us if we but seek it.
The first edition of this book was published in Arabic by the International Institute of
Islamic thought in Cairo in 1991. Its introduction was written by His Eminence Shaykh
Yusuf Al-Qaradawi, the President of the World Federation of Muslim Scholars. It was
well received by Muslim scholars, psychologists and laymen since it succeeded in
integrating Islamic spirituality and theology with modern psychology, linguistics,
comparative religion and mental and physical health. It was reprinted in Jordan, Egypt
and Saudi Arabia and used as a reference in Arabic Departments of psychology and
education. Its second revised and updated edition was an English translation published
by IIIT in London and printed by Cambridge University Press in the year 2000. The
book generated highly thoughtful positive responses from reviewers. Some of them
stated that reading it had greatly improved their ability to contemplate and had
improved their practice of worshipping. Muslim scholars in different countries have
stressed its value to non-English speaking Muslims and have obtained permission to
translate it. The book is now published in different languages of the Islamic World such
as Indonesian, Albanian and Malayalam.
For 40 years, this classic text has taken the issue of economic inequality seriously and
asked: Why are our prisons filled with the poor? Why aren’t the tools of the criminal
justice system being used to protect Americans from predatory business practices and
to punish well-off people who cause widespread harm? This new edition continues to
engage readers in important exercises of critical thinking: Why has the U.S. relied so
heavily on tough crime policies despite evidence of their limited effectiveness, and how
much of the decline in crime rates can be attributed to them? Why does the U.S. have
such a high crime rate compared to other developed nations, and what could we do
about it? Are the morally blameworthy harms of the rich and poor equally translated into
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criminal laws that protect the public from harms on the streets and harms from the
suites? How much class bias is present in the criminal justice system – both when the
rich and poor engage in the same act, and when the rich use their leadership of
corporations to perpetrate mass victimization? The Rich Get Richer shows readers that
much of what goes on in the criminal justice system violates citizens’ sense of basic
fairness. It presents extensive evidence from mainstream data that the criminal justice
system does not function in the way it says it does nor in the way that readers believe it
should. The authors develop a theoretical perspective from which readers might
understand these failures and evaluate them morally—and they to do it in a short text
written in plain language. Readers who are not convinced about the larger theoretical
perspective will still have engaged in extensive critical thinking to identify their own
taken-for-granted assumptions about crime and criminal justice, as well as uncover the
effects of power on social practices. This engagement helps readers develop their own
worldview. New to this edition: Presents recent data comparing the harms due to
criminal activity with the harms of dangerous—but not criminal—corporate actions
Updates statistics on crime, victimization, incarceration, wealth, and discrimination
Increased material for thinking critically about criminal justice and criminology Increased
discussion of the criminality of middle- and upper-class youth Increased coverage of
role of criminal justice fines and fees in generating revenue for government, and how
algorithms reproduce class bias while seeming objective Streamlined and condensed
prose for greater clarity
You’ve decluttered your personal space, now it’s time to tidy up your soundscape. At a
time when noise and chaos compete for every moment of our attention, noted author,
musician, and naturalist, Dr. Bernie Krause, introduces us to methods for turning down
the clatter in our lives, restoring a sense of contentment, and reclaiming the calm. Just
as some influencers inspire us to tidy up household clutter, The Power of Tranquility in
a Very Noisy World takes personal organization a step further – into the sonic realm.
Bioacoustician, Bernie Krause, shares healthful tips that identify and reduce the
damaging aural assaults that besiege us – incoherent dissonance that impacts our
health more than we may realize. With his reassuring guidance, you will be able to finetune your surroundings, improve your sense of wellness, reduce anxiety, and restore a
sense of inner peace and productivity to your own acoustic space. The Power of
Tranquility in a Very Noisy World is a revelatory and powerful book. Thoroughly
researched and accessibly crafted, it’s today’s best quiet guide – directing you from a
debris field of noise into a more tranquil, connected, and resonant life.
Lonely Planet Bolivia is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what
to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Tour the world's largest salt
flat, walk in the path of the Inca or search for magic potions in La Paz markets; all with
your trusted travel companion.
Offering a unique picture of recent developments in a range of non-conventional
theoretical approaches in economics, this book introduces readers to the study of
Analytical Political Economy and the changes within the subject. Includes a wide range
of topics and theoretical approaches that are critically and thoroughly reviewed
Contributions within the book are written according to the highest standards of rigor and
clarity that characterize academic work Provides comprehensive and well-organized
surveys of cutting-edge empirical and theoretical work covering an exceptionally wide
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range of areas and fields Topics include macroeconomic theories of growth and
distribution; agent-based and stock-flow consistent models; financialization and Marxian
price and value theory Investigates exploitation theory; trade theory; the role of
expectations and ‘animal spirits’ on macroeconomic performance as well as empirical
research in Marxian economics
The most up-to-date coverage and analysis of the presidency Never losing sight of the
foundations of the political office, The Politics of the Presidency maintains a balance
between historical context and contemporary scholarship on the executive branch,
providing a solid foundation for any presidency course. In the highly anticipated Tenth
Edition of this bestseller, Pika, Maltese, and Rudalevige thoroughly analyze the change
and continuity in the presidency during President Trump?s first term, his relations with
Congress and the judiciary, the outcomes of the 2018 midterm election, and the
competitive setting for the 2020 presidential race.
Showcasing the work of an exciting group of contemporary artists, this book reflects the trends
shaping art in the United States today.
Tranquility is a living seismograph of the internal quakes and ruptures of a mother and son
trapped within an Oedipal nightmare amidst the suffocating totalitarian embrace of Communist
Hungary. Andor Weér, a thirty-six-year-old writer, lives in a cramped apartment with his shut-in
mother, Rebeka, who was once among the most celebrated stage actresses in Budapest.
Unable to withstand her maniacal tyranny but afraid to leave her alone, their bitter
interdependence spirals into a Sartrian hell of hatred, lies, and appeasement. Then Andor
meets the beautiful and nurturing Eszter, a woman who seems to have no past, and they fall
wildly in love at first sight. With a fulfilling life seemingly within reach for the first time, Andor
decides that he is ready to bring Eszter home to meet Mother. Though Bartis’s characters are
unrepentantly neurotic and dressed in the blackest humor, his empathy for them is profound. A
political farce of the highest ironic order, concluding that "freedom is a condition unsuitable for
humans," Tranquility is ultimately, at its splanchnic core, a complex psychodrama turned inside
out, revealing with visceral splendor the grotesque notion that there’s nothing funnier than
unhappiness.
This first of three volumes starts with a short introduction to historical metrology as a scientific
discipline and goes on with an anthology of acient and modern measurement systems of all
kind, scientific measures, units of time, weights, currencies etc. It concludes with an exhaustive
list of references. Units of measurement are of vital importance in every civilization through
history. Since the early ages, man has through necessity devised various measures to assist
him in everyday life. They have enabled and continue to enable us to trade in commonly and
equitably understood amounts, and to investigate, understand, and control the chemical,
physical, and biological processes of the natural world. The essence of the work is an
alphabetically ordered, comprehensive list of measurement nomenclature, units and scales. It
provides an understanding of almost all quantitative expressions observed in all imaginable
situations, including spelling variants and the abbreviations and symbols for units, and various
acronyms used in metrology. It will be of use not only to historians of science and technology,
but also to economic and social historians and should be in every major academic and national
library as standard reference work on the topic.
Insightful and interdisciplinary, this book considers the movement of people around the world
and how contemporary artists contribute to our understanding of it In this timely volume, artists
and thinkers join in conversation around the topic of global migration, examining both its
cultural impact and the culture of migration itself. Individual voices shed light on the societal
transformations related to migration and its representation in 21st-century art, offering diverse
points of entry into this massive phenomenon and its many manifestations. The featured
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artworks range from painting, sculpture, and photography to installation, video, and sound art,
and their makers--including Isaac Julien, Richard Mosse, Reena Saini Kallat, Yinka Shonibare
MBE, and Do Ho Suh, among many others--hail from around the world. Texts by experts in
political science, Latin American studies, and human rights, as well as contemporary art,
expand upon the political, economic, and social contexts of migration and its representation.
The book also includes three conversations in which artists discuss the complexity of making
work about migration. Amid worldwide tensions surrounding refugee crises and border
security, this publication provides a nuanced interpretation of the current cultural moment.
Intertwining themes of memory, home, activism, and more, When Home Won't Let You Stay
meditates on how art both shapes and is shaped by the public discourse on migration.
Instant New York Times bestseller: #1 in Hardcover Fiction #1 in E-book Fiction #1 in
Combined Print and E-book Fiction "Deep and grand and altogether
extraordinary....Miraculous." —The Washington Post "Artful...Powerful...Magical." - The New
York Times Book Review "Superb" - People “A Great Reckoning succeeds on every level."
—St. Louis Post-Dispatch #1 New York Times bestselling author Louise Penny pulls back the
layers to reveal a brilliant and emotionally powerful truth in her latest spellbinding novel. When
an intricate old map is found stuffed into the walls of the bistro in Three Pines, it at first seems
no more than a curiosity. But the closer the villagers look, the stranger it becomes. Given to
Armand Gamache as a gift the first day of his new job, the map eventually leads him to
shattering secrets. To an old friend and older adversary. It leads the former Chief of Homicide
for the Sûreté du Québec to places even he is afraid to go. But must. And there he finds four
young cadets in the Sûreté academy, and a dead professor. And, with the body, a copy of the
old, odd map. Everywhere Gamache turns, he sees Amelia Choquet, one of the cadets.
Tattooed and pierced. Guarded and angry. Amelia is more likely to be found on the other side
of a police line-up. And yet she is in the academy. A protégée of the murdered professor. The
focus of the investigation soon turns to Gamache himself and his mysterious relationship with
Amelia, and his possible involvement in the crime. The frantic search for answers takes the
investigators back to Three Pines and a stained glass window with its own horrific secrets. For
both Amelia Choquet and Armand Gamache, the time has come for a great reckoning.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, both the crisis of liberal democracy, as visible in,
for example, the rise of far-right actors in Europe and the United States, and environmental
crises, from declining biodiversity to climate change, are increasingly in the public spotlight.
Whilst both areas have been analysed extensively on their own, The Far Right and the
Environment: Politics, Discourse and Communication provides much-needed insights into their
intersection by illuminating the environmental communication of far-right party and non-party
actors in Europe and the United States. Although commonly perceived as a ‘left-wing’ issue
today, concerns over the natural environment by the far right have a long, ideology-driven
history. Thus, it is not surprising that some members of the far right offer distinctive ecological
visions of communal life, though, for example, climate-change scepticism is at times voiced
too. Investigating this range of stances within their discourse about the natural environment
provides a window into the wider politics of the far right and points to a close connection
between the politics of identity and the imagination of nature. Connecting the fields of
environmental communication and study of the far right, contributions to this edited volume
therefore offer timely assessments of this often-overlooked dimension of far-right politics.
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